Ketec, Inc
Shoplifting Prevention Systems

Hard Tags

Ketec offers a variety of hard tags that are designed to be used with all types of merchandise. From the most delicate fabrics to thick denims and man-made materials, tagging is quick and easy.

When put on merchandise these hard tags stay firmly attached, protecting your merchandise from theft until they are removed at the point of sale. These tags are removed from merchandise using the Ketec detacher, located at the checkout area.

Detection distance varies depending on the type of tag and/or type of system.

4.6 MHz hard tags only operate with the Ketec Single Panel System. The two varieties of 8.2 MHz hard tags operate with any 8.2 MHz radio frequency system.

Detacher, Lanyards & Pins

Detacher
The attractive round chrome detacher allows for quick and easy removal of hard tags from merchandise. Its small size fits easily on even the busiest checkout counter.

Lanyards
Used with Ketec hard tags, lanyards protect merchandise which otherwise could not be protected. Some examples are: tennis rackets, stereo equipment, hardware items, and sporting goods.

Pins
These sturdy pins fasten Ketec hard tags to merchandise.